Sentra tail light

Nissan Sentra owners have reported 4 problems related to tail light switch under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Nissan Sentra based on all problems reported for the Sentra.
All light working except tail lights. See all problems of the Nissan Sentra. My wife was driving
are Nissan Sentra sr on the freeway trying to get in the car pool lane with my 7 year old son and
2 year old son and the car would not pick up speed. I test drove it it worked fine but when I
turned the lights on it wouldn't pick up speed this is only happening when my lights are on.
Took it to Nissan they replaced transmission said it was from my back taillight having water in it
and they will not pay for a new tail light my car only has miles it's still a fairly new car. I've been
reading a lot online and other people are having the same issues with the Nissan Sentra. I pray
this becomes recall because I cannot afford the repair and I pray myself or someone else does
not get into an accident because of this! I was driving home and I had this problem twice
yesterday on the highway driving about 65 mph pushed the gas pedal to the max and the car
doesn't speed up the car started to slow down so I started to push the gas pedal more to speed
up. Even that I pushed the pedal as far as possible the car did not speed up. I pull over on the
right shoulder of the highway turn off the car and turn on again car then the car acted normally.
I got home call the Nissan dealer and they told me to bring the car when I get there and the
technician at the dealer do the analysis told me no codes been detected by the computer at the
service dep. I can be in a huge accident because of this sensor on the lights and is ridiculous
car slow down but is not any light on at the dashboard of the car advising something is wrong
with the car. If this is not bring to the Nissan im going to get a lawyer because is my life in risk if
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Diagnosing Troubled Nissan Sentra Tail Lights Basically, the tail lights are a safety feature of
the vehicle to warn the other drivers to maintain a safe distance, especially when driving at
night. That's why it's important that you should always monitor how they are functioning to
know when it's about time that you get them replaced. It's illegal to drive with broken lights, so
you have to troubleshoot the Nissan Sentra tail lights if signs and indications of failing take
place. Here are some tips that you can use. When both tail lights stop working, it doesn't
usually indicate that there's a damaged light bulb; it could be due to faulty wiring and loose
connection. Check the wiring that's at the tail light housing. If you discover that it's worn or
there's a short, then it could be because the wiring has been exposed at the housing. If wiring's
the culprit, you have no other choice but to take your car to the repair shop to have this further
inspected and serviced by a professional mechanic. When the tail lights don't work anymore,
your initial reaction would be, it's because of a busted light bulb. So, go ahead and take a look
at the bulb if you sense that it's really broken. Examine the filament if it's destroyed because if it
is, you'll definitely have to get a replacement for your tail lights for them to start working again.
You can check out auto stores for top-quality light bulbs, but be sure that you purchase one
that's compatible with the Nissan Sentra. If you sense that the tail lights don't shine as bright as
before, then the lenses could be the problem. It's inevitable for these to get filthy because you
drive along different road conditions. If they're all hazed up and dirty, it can lessen the
brightness of the lights. If you're a little short on cash to purchase a new set of lens, you can
always restore them on your own. Just clean out the soot and dust buildup and you'll surely
bring back the great illumination of your tail lights. From subcompact vehicles to race cars,
name it and Nissan Motors most probably has it. To this day, Nissan remains one of the most
popular automakers from Japan, thus the demand for its vehicles and replacement parts
continues. Initially, the Nissan Sentra was released as a subcompact vehicle. But as years went
by, its shape and size underwent an evolution. In other countries, the Nissan Sentra is known
either as the Sunny or the Sylphy. Running your car with a busted Nissan Sentra tail light at

night can be quite dangerous. This is why you should replace your tail light at the early signs of
wear and malfunction. Here are the symptoms you should check for:. A dimming tail light could
mean two things: either the tail light lens might have scratches or the bulb has gone out. If the
problem is the former, you may opt to clean and polish the lens and see if it becomes any
better. One tell-tale sign that your Nissan Sentra tail light is about to go out is flickering while in
use. This can cause accidents in the long run so avoid being in this situation at all costs. When
the tail light bulb has reached the end of its life, then it would refuse to turn on. You can also get
in trouble with the law, as having tail lights that are in good shape is a prerequisite for you to be
able to drive in certain states and cities. You want to avoid installing parts that seem to fit okay
at first but later on cause problems during operation. To make your search for the right part
easier, CarParts. If you want to be more specific, you can use the search button on top and
include the particular material of the component you are looking for e. Aside from being an
eyesore, dirty tail lights can affect the performance of the lights because dirt buildup can lessen
their brightness. It is important that you keep them clean at all times, so that other drivers on
the road would be able to see you properly and maintain safe distance, especially at night. Here
are some tips that you can bear in mind in keeping the Nissan Sentra tail lights clean. If you're
fond of taking camping trips to the woods or enjoy weekend getaways to the beach, your tail
lights would be exposed to different kinds of elements. To maintain good illumination, make
sure that you clean your vehicle right after a trip, even if it's just from the office to your home.
Take this as an opportunity to also examine the lenses if there's a scratch that you need to buff
or any cracks that you need to repair. It's normal for the tail light lenses to get scratched
because there is a lot of flying debris and dust on the road that can hit them. You just easily
restore the marks on your tail lights by using wet sandpaper. Just buff it around the area until
you get it smooth again. If you start noticing that the tail lights don't illuminate as bright as
before and you just recently replaced the bulbs, then it's because of dirty lenses. Schedule a
regular cleanup so that you can get rid of the soot and dust that have accumulated inside the
lenses. Also, rainwater can seep in the tiny crevices and if this doesn't get cleaned up right
away, it can create moisture buildup, or worse it can crack the lenses. Make them last longer by
regularly cleaning them. If you want your tail lights to shine brightly, then you'll have to
maintain the clarity of the lenses. Regularly apply wax on the lens so that you can restore its
original state to make it look good as new. It's a matter of choice, really. Some LED tail lights
already come in red, white, and yellow colors, so a tinted lens is not really necessary. Although,
white LED lights encased in a colored plastic lens is also offered by some auto parts store.
Aside from its aesthetic distinctions, there's not much difference with regards to its brightness
and visibility. Ultimately, the choice will all boil down to personal taste. Their wirings are
interconnected, so that they both respond at the same time when switched on. This is a
necessary function to maintain the driver's safety when driving at low-light environments. If the
tail light fails to do this, either the bulbs are burned out, or the wirings are faulty. No, as long as
the bulbs for the red, white, and yellow lights are intact. The lens is merely a translucent plastic
housing that protects the bulbs, and can easily be replaced by aftermarket parts. Take note of
the manufacturing year of the Nissan Sentra before purchasing a replacement, as lens sizes
differ almost every year. That depends largely on the purchase. Some aftermarket tail lights are
required to be drilled into place, while some can be simply bolted into the cavity. The best
choice would be those that won't require any drilling, so as not to endanger any surrounding
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in? Faulty wiring When both tail lights stop working, it doesn't usually indicate that there's a

damaged light bulb; it could be due to faulty wiring and loose connection. Busted light bulbs
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